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Joié, du Ski in Montreal
BY JON PENSAK

Some of the fittest cross
country sl<iers in Canada
aren't part of the National
Team, and may not even
race that much. They are
members of a Montreal ski
ciub, Skimco that stresses
a balanced, healthy
approach to fitness. The
club attracts a broad
spectrum of athletes, from
ex-collegiate ski racers
to elite-ievel triathletes
looking for a rounded
training regimen.

An interesting aspect of Skimco
is that ski racing is a secondary
focus. Only about one-quarter of the
members race. For the rest. cross
country skiing is viewed primari.ly as
the core of a healthS active lifestyle.

And a significant portion of the
membership don't even consider
themselves "skiers." They just like
the ambiance of the club and the
cross-training opportunity. "cross
country skiing is the original'cross-
fit' workout," says one of Skimco's
trainers.

The club is organized around
twice-weekly highly regimented
workouts led by four trainers. Trainer
Comaniuk observes that "after a day
at work, people seem to appreciate a
highly structured workout. Members
just show up and don't need to think
too much."

During both the fall and winter
seasons, weekday workouts are held
in the Mount Royal Park (Parc du
Mont-Royal), aka "the mountain,"
which is only minutes away from
downtown Montreal. The mountain
offers 750 vertical feet of training
possibil i t ies, which Skimco uses to
its advantage to do hill bounding, ski
walking, and trail running, as well as

plyometrics and strength training.
During the winter, the club skis on

the mountain's 20km of traiis, which
hold snow well due to the increased
elevation. On weekends and holidays,
the club frequently ventures out
to regional and national parks for
longer workouts. Finally, during the
past two summers, a small, zealous
Skimco contingent has travelled to
New Zealand to train at the venerable
Snow Farm.

Along with improving fitness,
the fail workouts are devoted to
injury prevention and a graduated
approach to preparing for the ski
season. Comaniuk says, "Many of our
members don't rollerski at all during
the fall, but because of the variety
of other dryland exercises we do,
nobody ever gets sore when the snow
comes."

Since the focus is not on racing, the
club's members tend to have a group
mentality, and be socially outgoing
people. "'We just enjoy every workout



and it's like a party," says one member.
Perhaps the closest thing in spirit in
the United States is a typical footbali
team practice. Energy levels are high
and there's a lot of mutual "psyching
up" of teammates. There's also a
definite inclusive spirit-an LB year-
old feels just as much kinship with a
fellow teenager as with a 75-year-old
member.

And the workouts are indeed
quite intense, with a typical practice
consisting of four, six-minute ski
intervals (with two-minute rests)
around a three-km loop. Given the
members' different fitness levels,
trai.ner Martin Massicotte says, "'We
Iike to use small loops to keep people
together. We sacrifice variety for
group cohesiveness." To this end,
there is rarely any breaking off into
smaller groups during practices,
everyone meets at key points during
the workout, and at the end, to share

feedback as well as offer mutual
supporr.

The club also offers some
organized social activities, such as
long weekends to northern New
England in the fall, a yearly banquet,
and a Christmas trip to Mount Sainte
Anne. CIub members also contribute
to advocacy work with the "Friends
of the Mountain" organization ("Les
Amis de la Montagne"). This focuses
on encouraging improvement to
trails and lobbying for the eventual
addition of snow-making and top-
quality grooming equipment. In
cosmopolitan Montreal, there is
also a need to share the trails with
Montrealers doing a wide variety
of other sports, and Skimco tries to
promote an atmosphere of mutual
respect and tolerance among visitors.

The principal trainers of the club,
Comaniuk and Massicotte, have been
friends for long time and their rapport

has formed a strong core around
which the positive atmosphere of
the club has grown and expanded.
"The trainers keep everything fresh
and have the same passion for club,"
observes long-time member Nathalie
Maertens.

The success ofthe club is such that
Comaniuk and Martin have received
requests to expand their model both
in Montreal, and in other Canadian
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members feel fortunate to have found
suih a supportive and passionate
"family" of fellow lovers of cross
country skiing. IifiF
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